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BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention. This invention relates to blood collection and more particularly relates to an additive for a collection tube which enhances clotting.

2. Background. Blood samples are routinely taken in evacuated tubes, such as glass VACUTAINER™ tubes (Becton, Dickinson and Company). One end of a double-ended needle is inserted into a patient's vein. The other end of the needle then punctures a septum covering the open end of the VACUTAINER™ tube so that the vacuum in the tube draws the blood sample through the needle into the tube. Using this technique, a plurality of samples can be taken using a single needle puncture of the skin. Plastic tubes have also been proposed for blood collection. Plastic offers a number of advantages such as lower breakage than glass tubes, less weight in shipment, and easier disposal by incineration.

Blood collected in evacuated tubes often must be clotted prior to clinical examination. It is desirable to form a dense clot as rapidly and completely as possible to facilitate clean separation of the clot from the serum layer by centrifugation. To achieve this end, both plastic and glass blood collection tubes frequently employ a clot activator.

Two types of activators, classified in the art according to the portion of the blood coagulation cascade stimulated, are conventionally employed. Particulate activators share a common biochemical mechanism of clot activation known as contact activation of the intrinsic pathway. Whole blood contains all of the necessary factors to cause clotting by the intrinsic pathway. Clot activation by the intrinsic pathway is surface area dependent, i.e., the time required to form a complete blood clot is dependent on the total number of activating surface sites per unit area on the activator surface relative to the volume of blood. Greater surface area, provided by finely divided particulate activators, leads to shorter clot times. Particulate activators are used in practically all commercial blood collection tubes and lead to dense, crosslinked clots that cleanly separate from the serum in a hematological centrifuge. Clot formation, however, is relatively slow, and about 30-60 minutes are required prior to centrifugation. Typical particulate activators used commercially are silica impregnated in fabric, silica particles in small plastic cups or silicate particles applied to the tube wall in polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP). When blood enters a tube containing silicate-PVP, the PVP dissolves, enters the serum and the silicate particles are released.

FR-A-2,157,471 discloses the use of either grains having substances known to enhance blood clotting coated thereon or polymer grains having glass fibres projecting outwardly therefrom for enhancing clot formation in blood collection tubes.


The second type of clot activator induces clotting through a different part of the coagulation cascade known as the extrinsic pathway. The extrinsic system relies on the presence of a substance not normally present in whole blood. Activation is biochemical in nature and is concentration dependent. Clot activation rates are very high, leading to clot formation in 10-20 minutes, but clots resulting from the extrinsic pathway are gelatinous in nature and do not cleanly separate from serum. With extrinsic pathway activators, serum quality is frequently poor and may not meet the needs of sensitive clinical analysis. Further, contamination of serum by externally added blood-soluble protein activators is undesirable.

There is a need in the art for a clot activating additive for a blood collection tube which rapidly provides a dense clot which separates cleanly from the serum without contaminating the serum with soluble chemicals which may interfere with blood analyses. The present invention is directed to fulfilling this need.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A blood collection assembly includes a blood collection container, preferably covered with a puncturable septum and evacuated. The container has a coagulation rate enhancer therein which activates both the intrinsic and extrinsic blood coagulation pathways. The preferred enhancer is a glass particle having a surface area of the native, unmodified glass which activates the intrinsic coagulation pathway. A second surface area of the particle has an activator of the extrinsic pathway immobilized thereon, preferably on a plastic coating. In another aspect of the invention, a method to prepare the coagulation rate enhancer is provided. The activator of the extrinsic pathway is immobilized on the surface of a hollow glass microsphere. The coated microsphere may be combined with an unmodified glass microsphere, the native glass surface of which activates the intrinsic pathway. In a preferred method, the coated microsphere is crushed to expose the unmodified interior glass surface and provide a particle having both coated and uncoated surfaces.

Thus the blood collection assembly of the invention, in providing activation of both the intrinsic and extrinsic coagulation pathways, is ideally suited for collection of blood samples from which a clear serum layer free of extraneous particulate or soluble activators is to be generated by centrifugation.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the blood collection assembly of the invention.

Fig. 2 is a schematic representation of a method for
preparation of a preferred activator of the invention; and

Figs 3-7 are plots of clot time against the ratio of blood sample volume to activator surface area for various embodiments of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

While this invention is satisfied by embodiments in many different forms, there will herein be described in detail preferred embodiments of the invention with the understanding that the present disclosure is to be considered as exemplary of the principles of the invention and is not intended to limit the invention to the embodiments illustrated and described. The blood collection assembly of the invention may include any container having the dual pathway activator of the invention therein. The container may have continuous bottom and side walls defining a closed end and open end respectively. The bottom wall and the side wall together define an inside wall surface. Suitable containers are, for example bottles, vials, flasks and the like, preferably tubes. The invention will henceforth be described in terms of the preferred tube.

The tube may preferably be combined with a puncturable septum over the open end and may be evacuated. Evacuated tubes for blood collection are standard in the art as, for example, VACUTAINER™ brand tubes (Becton, Dickinson and Company).

Fig. 1 illustrates the tube of the invention. A tube 10 has a bottom wall 12 defining a closed end 14 and a side wall 16 defining an open end 18. Bottom wall 12 and side wall 16 are continuous and together define an inside wall surface 20. A multiplicity of dual pathway activating particles 22 (illustrated in detail in Fig. 2) are placed in tube 10. The open end 18 of tube 10 is covered with puncturable septum 24.

The tube may be of glass or preferably plastic. Suitable plastics are polyvinyl chloride, polypropylene (PP), polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and preferably polystyrene (PS).

The invention contemplates any activator of the extrinsic pathway, such as ellagic acid, or preferably a protein, most preferably thrombin, heparinase and fibrinogen.

In one aspect of the invention, the coagulation enhancer is a particle in a tube which activates both the intrinsic and extrinsic coagulation pathways. The particle may be a glass particle having a surface area of the native (unmodified) glass which serves as activator of the intrinsic coagulation pathway. A second surface area of the glass particle may have an activator of the extrinsic coagulation pathway immobilized thereon. The particle may be of any shape, such as beads, cover slips and the like. The most preferred particle is a hollow glass microsphere. A suitable microsphere which is commercially available is the product sold under the trade name SCOTCHLITE™ by 3M Corporation, Minneapolis, MN. This product has about 0.7 m² surface area/gram.

Coating of the glass microsphere with the extrinsic activator may be done by any of the conventional procedures described above for coating the inside wall surface of the glass tube. A preferred method includes a coating of polymer, as described in Example II B. The extrinsic activator may be immobilized on the glass or plastic surface at a concentration of about 1 to 10, preferably about 5 mg/m² of surface. The glass microspheres having the immobilized activator of the extrinsic coagulation pathway thereon may be combined with unmodified microspheres whereby the mixture of coated and uncoated particles activate the extrinsic and intrinsic coagulation pathways respectively. The coated and uncoated particles may be combined in any proportion desired to get any ratio of activation of the two pathways. Preferably the ratio may be from about 20/80 to 80/20 most preferably about 50/50.

Alternatively and preferably, the coated microspheres may be crushed whereby the native unmodified glass surface of the inside wall surface of the microspheres is exposed, and the ratio of surface areas of intrinsic and extrinsic activating surfaces is 50/50. The microspheres crush easily and crushing may conveniently be done in a mortar and pestle. The size of the crushed particles is not critical and may be controlled at the manufacturing stage to give any desired particle size range. The crushed particles have about 0.9 m² of surface area/gram of both inside and outside surface.

Any colloidal or floating uncrushed particles may easily be removed by flotation.

Fig. 2 illustrates the crushed microspheres of the invention, and the procedure for their manufacture. In Fig. 2, elements substantially the same or similar to elements described earlier are given the same reference number followed by a letter suffix. A glass microsphere 30 has outside wall surface 32 and inside wall surface 34. Microsphere 30 may be modified by applying a coating 36 of plastic over outside wall surface 32 to give coated microsphere 30a having glass inside wall surface 34a and plastic outside wall surface 38. Microsphere 30a may then be further modified to give microsphere 30b having glass inside wall surface 34b, plastic coating 36b having outside wall surface 38b and extrinsic pathway activator 40 immobilized on surface 38b. Microsphere 30b may then be crushed to give a plurality of dual pathway activating particles 22 having glass inside wall surface 34c which activates the intrinsic coagulation pathway, plastic outside wall surface 38c and extrinsic pathway activator 40c immobilized on surface 38c.

Many patient blood samples contain an anticoagulant such as citric acid, heparin or ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). In accordance with the invention, the enhancer may include an antagonist for the anticoagulant in addition to the activator for the extrinsic pathway. Immobilized heparinase or thrombin, enzymes
which deactivate heparin, may fill both roles. The embodiments of the invention which include a layer of plastic provide a dual clinical functionality in that blood clots adhere strongly to the plastic surface but do not adhere to the glass or chemically modified plastic regions. Thus, when a blood sample taken in the tube of the invention is centrifuged, the blood clots at the glass or chemically modified plastic region and the clot flows, pellets and adheres to the plastic region. A clear serum layer forms above the clot with no fibrin rings and strands or activator particles suspended in the serum or adhering to the upper region of the tube. The strong adherence of the clot to the plastic region prevents mechanical remixing of clot and serum when the centrifuged tube is handled or transported.

**EXAMPLE I**

**Preparation of Tubes for Coagulation Studies**

Platelet poor plasma (PPP) was prepared by separating cells by centrifugation of citrated porcine blood (Environmental Diagnostics Inc.). Approximately 0.5 ml of PPP was added to polystyrene test tubes (Becton Dickinson, 13 mm by 75mm) containing known weight of test activators and equilibrated to room temperature in a water bath for 15 minutes. Following equilibration, 200 ul of 0.2 M CaCl₂ per ml of PPP were added to initiate coagulation. Tube contents were mixed on a laboratory inverting mixer and time of clotting noted for each tube. Clotted PPP was distinguished from nonclotted PPP by an obvious change from a fluid state to a gelatinous state which did not flow in the tube upon rotation. Clotting time was measured at this point.

**EXAMPLE II**

**Immobilization of Activators of Extrinsic Coagulation Pathway**

A. Commercial hollow glass microspheres were obtained from 3M Corporation, SCOTCHLITE™ brand (0.7 m² surface area/gram as determined by Krypton gas adsorption, Porous Materials Inc., Ithaca, N.Y.).

B. Surfaces of the hollow glass spheres of A were passivated to clot activation by silane treatment with 2% octadecyltrichlorosilane, OTS, (Hulls America) in chloroform for 60 minutes, washed in solvent and water and then air dried before weighing into test tubes. C. The OTS-treated glass spheres of B were added to a 1 mg/ml solution of bovine thrombin (Sigma) in phosphate buffered saline (Gibco) and mixed for one hour on a laboratory inverting mixer. The glass spheres having immobilized thrombin thereon were washed rigorously 3X in saline to remove unbound thrombin and air dried before weighing into test tubes. Clotting times were recorded for the unmodified glass spheres of A (activator of the intrinsic pathway), the OTS coated glass spheres of B and the glass spheres of C having thrombin (activator of the extrinsic pathway) immobilized on the OTS coating. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 3 in which clot time is plotted against the ratio of surface area of the spheres to volume of PPP. Curve A demonstrates clot activation of the intrinsic pathway of the coagulation pathway by the untreated high-surface-energy glass spheres. Curve B shows that the low surface energy OTS coating rendered the spheres substantially non-clot activating. Curve C shows that immobilized thrombin causes about a 3-fold decrease in clotting time relative to the OTS coated spheres of B lacking thrombin. It is seen that clot time precipitously decreases with small added amount of surface-immobilized thrombin to a plateau clot time around 4 minutes, suggesting that this immobilized enzyme system was substrate limited near 2X10⁻³ m²/ml surface-to-volume ratio. By contrast, untreated glass spheres exhibited a continuously-decreasing clot time with added activator.

**EXAMPLE III**

This example measures the enzymatic activity of the immobilized thrombin of Example II by direct comparison to the clot activity of soluble thrombin.

Figure 4 shows PPP clot time observed at different soluble thrombin concentrations. It is seen that Figure 4 is similar to curve C of Fig. 3, especially with respect to the attainment of a plateau limit in clot time observed near 4 minutes. Thus 1X10⁻² mg/ml soluble thrombin (4 minute limit from Figure 4) is roughly equivalent to the enzymatic activity obtained with surface-immobilized thrombin near 1X10⁻³ m²/ml (estimated from curve C of Figure 3). From this data, an effective active-enzyme loading on the OTS-treated glass spheres may be estimated to be 1X10⁻² mg on 2X10⁻³ m² surface area, or about 5 mg/m².

**EXAMPLE IV**

This example demonstrates that soluble thrombin exhibits heparin antagonistic properties.

Tubes were prepared as in Example I containing different concentrations of soluble heparin, and various concentrations of soluble thrombin. It is seen from Fig. 5 that increasing concentrations of clot-activating thrombin are required to clot PPP containing increasing amounts of heparin.

**EXAMPLE V**

This example demonstrates that surface-immobilized thrombin of Example II C exhibits heparin antagonistic activity.

Tubes in accordance with Example I containing 0.175 units of heparin/ml of PPP and various quantities of the microspheres of Example II B and II C were prepared. Clot times observed with these microspheres are
shown in Fig. 6. Curve A is a plot of clot time of the heparinised PPP by the spheres of II B (without thrombin) showing that heparinised PPP did not clot in the absence of thrombin. Curve B shows that, in the presence of surface-immobilized thrombin (Example II C), a surface-to-volume ratio in excess of $4.5 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m}^2/\text{ml}$ was required to obtain clot time near 4 minutes whereas only $2 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m}^2/\text{ml}$ was required for PPP with no added heparin (see curve C of Figure 3). It can be inferred from this data that approximately half the immobilized thrombin activity was directed to neutralization of heparin anticoagulant properties.

EXAMPLE VI

This example demonstrates clotting activity by the dual pathway clotting enhancer of the invention prepared by crushing glass spheres bearing surface-immobilized thrombin.

Glass spheres bearing immobilized thrombin of Example II C were crushed using mortar and pestle. The crushed spheres were washed in saline solution to remove whole spheres and colloidal/particles by flotation. Surface area of the final product was determined to be $0.9 \text{ m}^2/\text{gm}$ as measured by Krypton gas adsorption as in Example II. Crushing creates equal surface area of immobilized thrombin (outside sphere surface) and untreated glass (inside sphere surface).

Clot activation by the dual pathway clotting enhancer was measured in PPP containing $0.175 \text{ units of heparin/ml}$ for direct comparison to results of Example II C obtained with whole glass spheres bearing surface-immobilized thrombin. Curve A of Figure 7 reproduces curve B of Fig 6 showing clotting of heparinized PPP by surface-immobilized thrombin on whole spheres, and may be compared with results obtained with the same activator in crushed form (curve B of Fig. 7). It is seen that clot activation of the crushed form is greater than that of the whole sphere on an equivalent surface-area-to-volume ratio basis, and represents additional reductio in clot time due to activation of the intrinsic pathway of the coagulation cascade by the native glass surface exposed when the sphere was crushed.

Claims

1. A coagulation enhancing additive for a blood collection container comprising a particle having a plurality of surface areas, a first of said surface areas activating the intrinsic coagulation pathway and a second of said surface areas having immobilized thereto an activator of the extrinsic coagulation pathway.

2. The additive of claim 1 further comprising a layer of plastic between said second surface and said immobilized activator.

3. A blood collection assembly comprising:
   a) a blood collection container having an open end;
   b) a septum over said open end, said container being evacuated; and
   c) the additive of Claim 1 within said evacuated container.

4. A method for preparing an additive for a blood collection tube which activates both the intrinsic and extrinsic coagulation pathways comprising:
   a) coating the outside surface of a hollow glass microsphere with plastic;
   b) immobilizing an activator of the extrinsic coagulation pathway on said coating to give a microsphere having a surface which activates the extrinsic coagulation pathway; and
   c) crushing said microsphere having immobilized thereon an activator of the extrinsic pathway to expose the native glass inside surface of the microsphere.

Patentansprüche

1. Koagulationsverstärkender Zusatz für ein Blutabnahmebehältnis, der ein Partikel umfaßt, das eine Vielzahl von Oberflächenbereichen hat, wobei ein erster der Oberflächenbereiche den intrinsischen Koagulationsweg aktiviert und auf einem zweiten der Oberflächenbereiche ein Aktivator des extrinsischen Koagulationsweges immobilisiert worden ist.

2. Zusatz nach Anspruch 1, der außerdem eine Plastikschiicht zwischen der zweiten Oberfläche und dem immobilisierten Aktivator umfaßt.

3. Blutabnahmeanordnung, die folgende Komponenten umfaßt:
   a) ein Blutabnahmebehältnis mit einem offenen Ende;
   b) eine Membran über dem offenen Ende, wobei das Behältnis luftleer gemacht worden ist, und
   c) den Zusatz aus Anspruch 1 innerhalb des Vakuumbehältnisses.

4. Verfahren zur Herstellung eines Zusatzes für ein Blutabnahmereich, der sowohl den intrinsischen als auch den extrinsischen Koagulationsweg aktiviert, das folgende Schritte umfaßt:
   a) Beschichten der äußeren Oberfläche einer hohlen Glas-Mikrokugel mit Plastik;
   b) Immobilisieren eines Aktivators des extrinsic-
schen Koagulationsweges auf der Beschichtigung, um eine Mikrokugel mit einer Oberfläche zu ergeben, die den extrinsischen Koagulationsweg aktiviert; und
c) Zerkleinern der Mikrokugel mit dem darauf immobilisierten Aktivator des extrinsischen Reaktionsweges, um die aus natürlichem Glas bestehende innere Oberfläche der Mikrokugel freizulegen.

Revendications

1. Additif améliorant la coagulation pour un conteneur de prélèvement de sang comprenant une particule avec une pluralité d'aïres de surface, une première desdites aires de surface activant la voie de coagulation intrinsèque et une seconde desdites aires de surface portant immobilisé sur celle-ci un activateur de la voie de coagulation extrinsèque.

2. Additif de la revendication 1, comprenant en outre une couche de plastique entre ladite seconde surface et ledit activateur immobilisé.

3. Dispositif de prélèvement de sang comprenant:
   a) un conteneur de prélèvement de sang avec une extrémité ouverte;
   b) une membrane sur ladite extrémité ouverte, ledit conteneur étant sous vide, et
c) l'additif de la revendication 1 à l'intérieur du dit conteneur sous vide.

4. Procédé de préparation d'un additif, destiné à un tube de prélèvement de sang, qui active à la fois les voies de coagulation intrinsèque et extrinsèque comprenant:
   a) le revêtement de la surface extérieure d'une microsphère creuse en verre avec du plastique;
   b) l'immobilisation d'un activateur de la voie de coagulation extrinsèque sur ledit revêtement pour donner une microsphère avec une surface qui active la voie de coagulation intrinsèque; et
c) le broyage de ladite microsphère portant immobilisé sur celle-ci un activateur de la voie extrinsèque, pour exposer la surface intérieure du verre d'origine de la microsphère.